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Abstract Identity management is defined as the set of processes related
to identity and access information for the whole identity life cycle in a
system. In the open internet users need new methods for identity management that supply reliable authentication and sufficient user control.
Currently applied methods often lack a proper level of security (e.g.,
passwords) and privacy (e.g., diverse processing of personal data).
A personal smart card and a personal smart phone can communicate
using near-field communication (NFC). This allows users to apply their
smart phone as a personal semi-trusted smart-card reader. For applications such as authentication, this Trusted Couple can then be used in a
secure and intuitive way, like a remote card reader. As attribute-based
credentials (ABCs) can efficiently be implemented on tamper-resistant
smart cards with the current technology, we can achieve a more privacyfriendly and more flexible way of not only authentication but also rolebased access control or management of personal information. In this paper we describe how a Trusted Couple can solve security, privacy, and
usability problems in identity management.
Keywords: attribute-based credential, smart card, NFC, mobile phone,
identity management
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Introduction

Identity management in our digital society is non-trivial. The traditional way of
organisations to provision and manage identities is mostly not applicable across
multiple domains and on the internet. There is currently no clear solution for
users to manage their identities when carrying out transactions with different
entities in a secure, privacy-friendly, and user-friendly manner [13,14,2]. As a
result, typically service providers themselves manage all personal data about
their customers now; however, this may not be desirable. The current practice
of identity silos raises several problems for the data controller (i.e., the service
provider, in this case):
?
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– Liability: in terms of data protection regulation;
– Economic: in terms of costs of authentication, authorisation, and keeping
data up-to-date;
– Security: in terms of technical and procedural data protection, and prevention of phishing;
as well as for the users:
– Usability: in terms of the management of appropriate passwords and the use
of many different authentication methods at various service providers;
– Privacy: in relation to the fact that personal data is processed by different
companies in an opaque manner.
Practical solutions, with increasing adoption, exist in the form of networkbased (centralised) identity management (e.g., SAML, OpenID). In such systems
verifiers acquire identity information about users directly from the identity providers. Thus, this requires identity providers to be constantly online, resulting
in security and privacy risk.
In contrast, attribute-based credentials (ABCs) [3,6,7,8,9] solve many of the
identity-management problems without the need for the identity provider to
be online at all times as it is not involved when a user interacts with a service
provider. However, despite the promising properties of ABCs, building a practical
system based on ABCs poses additional challenges in finding the appropriate
trust models together with practical and intuitive user interaction.
Technological advances can support a transition towards user centricity in
identity management [4]. The number of people owning NFC-enabled (see Section 2.3) smart phones3 with internet access is increasing. Having a trusted
smart card with a contactless communication interface, users can use their mobile phones as a smart-card reader to facilitate communication between the card
and potentially remote verifiers (service providers). In this paper we argue that
two personal devices, a tamper-resistant smart card that holds ABCs and an
NFC-enabled smart phone, can constitute the proper user-controlled platform
for authentication, for exchange of user attributes between identity providers
and verifiers, and for managing personal digital information.
Our contribution is threefold. First, in Section 2 we describe a mechanism
that enables a mobile phone to establish a channel with a web server that facilitates communication between a smart card and an authentication service. The
process is simple and intuitive, moreover, it requires a user’s explicit control
over data release. Second, as this mechanism can host attribute-based credential technology, constituting a Trusted Couple, we study its possible, diverse
applications. It supports not only secure and privacy-friendly authentication,
but also personal attribute management and credential issuance. Third, recognising the strength of the setup, we show how ABCs and the Trusted Couple
3
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can solve general identity management problems. These contributions bridge the
gap between cryptography (theory, implementation) and deployment.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, in Section 2 we give conceptual and technical background for attributes, ABCs, and the required wireless technologies. Second, having these tools, we can define a Trusted Couple
in Section 3.1 and describe applications in Section 3.2; this includes authentication through a channel that enables remote card reading. Next, Section 4 gives
an account of solutions for identity management problems. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper with technical alternatives for the Trusted Couple and
possible further research directions.
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Preliminaries

Attribute-based credentials can be stored and deployed using mobile devices,
and they motivate the introduction of a Trusted Couple. In this section the
necessary underlying concepts and technologies (attributes, ABCs, NFC, and
QR-codes) are discussed.
2.1

Attributes

An attribute in the context of this paper is a property or a qualification that holds
for an individual. An identity of an individual within a scope can be considered
as a set of his attributes. An attribute can be identifying or non-identifying. A
name, a social security number, or a bank account number is identifying and,
in fact, they are often used as identifiers. Non-identifying attributes can be the
name of a city of residence or the boolean variable ‘over 18’, though in some
specific scopes these attributes may be identifying.
A simple identity management model comprises three participants: an identity provider (or issuer), a service provider (or verifier), and a user. Although
on an abstract level general identity management and ABC systems can be explained similarly (see Figure 1–(1)), the message flow in the latter case is quite
different. Unlike in other conventional identity management in which the identity
provider has a central position, the user is in the centre of the communication.
A user can receive (a) certified attributes from issuers, and later show (b) the
relevant ones to service providers (SPs) in order to authenticate—and eventually, to access some service or resource. The SP has to rely on the IdP that the
attributes are true for the user; this trust assumption is the relation denoted
by (c). We note that in conventional identity management the identity provider
takes part of the actual authentication/authorisation process and it exchanges
data with the service provider on channel (c).
2.2

Attribute-Based Credentials

An attribute-based credential [6,7,9] (ABC) is a cryptographic container of some
attributes signed by an issuer who is entrusted with the task of attesting to and

signing the credential. A name, a gender, and a date of birth are examples of
attributes in an ‘identity’ credential, possibly issued by a governmental organisation. Further examples include (1) a ‘loyalty’ credential issued by an airline
company consisting of a customer identifier, the current number of loyalty points,
and a loyalty level attribute, or (2) an ‘employee’ credential consisting of a photo,
an employee code, and some access right attributes issued by an employer.

Figure 1. (1) The general model of identity management. (2) An abstract view of
attribute-based credentials on a smart card and selective disclosure of attributes.

Within the IRMA project4 a secure ABC belonging to an individual is bound
to a smart card which is, in turn, bound to its owner. Therefore, a credential
or an attribute cannot be modified or transferred to a different user. Also, unlike in the physical world, attributes in a particular credential can be shown
independently of each other using a so-called selective disclosure protocol; see
Figure 1–(2). The processes of issuing credentials and showing attributes can
be separated not only in time and place, but also in terms of cryptographic
protocols: Issuer unlinkability and multi-show unlinkability make issuing and
showing instances computationally unrelated by the underlying cryptographic
techniques. The user-controlled communication operates as follows. After appropriate authentication and data verification (which may include attributes
from the card), an issuer can issue a credential to a user’s smart card. Later the
card owner can show attributes from credentials on her card for authentication
purposes to a service provider. Only relevant attributes (determined by some
policy mechanism) needs to be revealed in this process.
4
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2.3

NFC and QR Codes

Two additional technologies are required to create a Trusted Couple from a
phone and a smart card: NFC and QR codes.
Near-field-communication (NFC) is an extension of radio-frequency identification (RFID) and it provides a broader range of functionalities; see technical
details and references in [1]. Applications using NFC in mobile devices include
data exchange and payment. Several recent research projects propose to use
NFC-enabled phones as card readers. While Alpár et al. [1] already consider the
use of cards with ABCs, their primary focus is online banking. Morgner et al. [15]
use an NFC-enabled mobile phone as a traditional card reader connecting it to
a PC by a USB cable. Both papers argue that these devices are increasingly
available; this is also in line with recent forecasts5.
A QR code is a two-dimensional barcode that encodes text in a way that
is easily scanned by machines; in particular using a camera included in most
mobile phones. QR codes can be efficiently generated, making them available
in applications with for instance ad hoc URLs. We note that unlike most of
the technologies enabling communication between devices, scanning a QR code
requires an intentional action from the user. This is particularly important in
a world where wireless networks are ubiquitous. Furthermore, as shown in Section 3.2, a QR code enables easy connection from a browser session on a PC
to a smart card (using a mobile phone) without problems related to firewall
protection or mobile device discovery.

3

The Trusted Couple

We state that by combining a smart card and a mobile phone (Trusted Couple),
the use of ABCs can become practical. To illustrate this, we describe three
applications. But first, we specify what this Trusted Couple entails.
3.1

A smart card and a mobile phone

A Trusted Couple is defined as the combination of a smart card and a mobile
phone that meet the following requirements.
– Contactless smart card. A smart card is assumed to be tamper resistant, so it
cannot be cloned and secret values cannot be extracted from it. Furthermore,
a smart card carries a working implementation of attribute-based credentials.
It is possible to issue ABCs on the card and selectively disclose attributes
from these credentials. A card holder is required to enter her PIN during
a credential verification protocol. Finally, a card has a contactless interface
that enables it to communicate with the phone.
5
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– NFC-enabled mobile phone. Using its NFC-interface, a phone can communicate with the smart card. In most applications, the phone is also required
to have internet access to communicate with a remote server and to have a
camera to scan QR codes. (In fact, this device does not need to be a phone,
it can also be for example a tablet with Wi-Fi internet connection.) A phone
is semi-trusted: it is assumed not to leak the PIN and attribute information. Note, however, that even if this information leaks, it does not enable a
potential attacker to produce proofs about the attributes. In particular, an
attacker needs a smart card to perform a full-fledged attack, which renders
large-scale and remote attacks infeasible.
In summary, a phone acts here as a semi-trusted reader for the trusted smart
card that helps in communicating both with the card owner and other entities
(verifiers, issuers) in the identity management scope.
3.2

Running the Trusted Couple in Practice

Assuming the security and privacy properties of the attribute-based credential
technology and their proper implementation (e.g., [16,19,20]), we can design new
applications using the Trusted Couple.
Authentication Depending on the set of attributes that is disclosed in a verification protocol, we can distinguish two types. On the one hand, an identifying
set of attributes provides a new, secure, and user-friendly way of authentication.
For instance, a social network site or a governmental administration webpage
can use the method as an alternative to logging in using a username and a password. On the other hand, non-identifying sets of attributes basically generalise
the notion of role-based access control in a privacy-friendly manner. Attributes
can carry general and specific information about the identity of a user and the
relation between a user and her context.
Figure 2 shows an overview of such an authentication process, in which an
NFC-enabled mobile phone becomes a remote card reader that is trusted by
the user. The user visits (1) a webpage of a service provider (SP) that requires
authentication. The SP’s webpage presents a QR code (2). The user scans it (3)
using her mobile phone. The QR code contains a URL that binds the browser’s
session to the phone. The mobile phone sends a request to that URL (4) to start
a selective disclosure protocol and subsequently, receives the commands from the
SP (5) to be sent to the smart card. The mobile phone asks the user to enter
her PIN on the phone, and sends the commands to the smart card (6) through
NFC. The smart card evaluates the request and verifies the PIN. The responses
(in essence a fresh zero-knowledge proof about the attribute(s)) of the smart
card (7) to the commands are then sent back to the SP (8) by the phone. Based
on these responses the SP can decide whether or not the user should be given
access to the resource. This is finally relayed back to the browser session on the
PC (9) and in case of a successful authentication, the user is allowed to proceed
to the service.

The use of a QR-code in this process not only binds the browser’s session to
the phone, it also requires a deliberate user action. Together with the application
of the smart card, these conducts give the user a sense of control.

Figure 2. Online authentication with the Trusted Couple.

Credential issuance The verification process above can also be followed by a
credential-issuing protocol in which case the SP is an issuer. We note that if the
authentication is non-identifying, such a credential issuing process is in accord
with the original notion of anonymous credentials [11,8].
To motivate anonymous use cases, we give an example. Consider the following
privacy-friendly on-line shopping procedure. A user, already having an ‘age’
credential with the attribute ‘over 16’ and a ‘student card’ credential with the
attribute ‘university student’, can buy an age-restricted ‘festival ticket’ credential
with a student discount. Within the same secure session (not described, only
assumed here), a verification procedure is extended with a subsequent issuance
of a new credential. The resulting ticket credential may consist of the following
attributes: serial number, beer coupon, start date, end date. The serial number
makes sure that a ticket at the venue cannot be used more than once.
Card and Attribute Management A smart card is trusted, but its content is
usually not visible for its owner. However, because of the flexibility and variability of attribute-based identity management, it is desirable for a user to see what
credentials she owns or when those credentials expire. Additionally, a user may
also want to verify log entries on a smart card showing all credential issuance
and verification events.
A Trusted Couple enables the owner to see the whole content of the card
on the display of the phone. This application assists the management (e.g., read,

delete) of personal information and the possibility of checking a posteriori the
use of a personal card.

4

To the Rescue in the Identity Crisis

According to [2], the current identity management practice, having a large number of unsolved problems, is an identity crisis. Similar concerns are presented
in [10,13,12,14,18]. This section describes how a Trusted Couple can solve fundamental identity management problems.
By means of a Trusted Couple , attribute-based identity management is
becoming practical which helps to realise the benefits of ABCs.
– First of all, the verification process of attributes does not include the identity
provider ; thus, security and privacy functionalities improve because (1) the
IdP is not a single point of failure; (2) the IdP does not know all user
transactions. As a result, no surveillance can be conducted based on such
data records.
– Secondly, phishing, a major problem in online security in which users reveal secret authentication information to malicious parties, can efficiently be
prevented. As authentication in our system relies on zero-knowledge proofs
about secret keys and attributes residing on a tamper-resistant smart card,
there is no efficient large-scale phishing possible. Also, as cards are assumed
to be unclonable, card owners have control over activities of their cards. This
also means that identity fraud becomes much harder.
– Thirdly, ABCs provide unlinkability across scopes. In particular, showing
credentials cannot be linked to their issuance protocols or other showing instances. This prevents tracing users, turning a system into mass surveillance,
or construct combined profiles about them.
– Next, selective disclosure, a major functionality of ABCs, allows for revealing
a minimally required amount of personal information during transactions.
Furthermore, the attribute management is mainly carried out at the user’s
device, which is the lowest level and the most direct way in an identity
system. Therefore, we achieve proportionality and subsidiarity. This is also
in accordance with the European principle of data minimisation (Directive
1995/46/EC).
– Lastly, as attributes can express not only identifiers and roles but also such
abstract concepts as membership and ownership, attribute-based identity
management can achieve the new paradigm of “is (s)he entitled?” to access
a resource instead of “who?” accesses it.
Not only do the benefits of attribute-based credentials become available, but
also an important principle can be fulfilled. Having the Trusted Couple, the
system achieves the law of location independence, defined in [2] as
The identity system must allow a user to create, manage, and
use his identity independently of his current location and current
device in use.

First, users are not bound to one specific, static computer when they access
different services. Even a potentially untrusted public PC can be suitable for
users to log in to a system using their Trusted Couple as the authentication
process does not require the transfer of secret information. Moreover, such a
PC does not need any special hardware or software components, or additional
drivers. In particular, smartcard readers are still not very common. Second,
users do not have to involve their identity providers or any special infrastructure
thereof when signing in to services.
In summary, ABCs provide security for verifiers and privacy for the card
owner while the Trusted Couple provides independence for users from particular computers, systems, or identity providers.
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Conclusion

In this paper we described how a Trusted Couple (a trusted smart card and a
semi-trusted mobile phone) can help solving challenges in the current identity
crisis. As smart cards become increasingly powerful, ABCs are expected to be
available in many more applications. At the same time, more and more mobile
phones are equipped with NFC chips. The ubiquity of these technologies makes
the described setup and the applications truly practical and user friendly. As a
result, processing of personal data and authorisation on the internet and in a
broader context may become more secure and more privacy friendly.
Technological Variations We briefly enumerate some possible alternatives
and extensions to a Trusted Couple. (1) A card reader is an obvious alternative
to a phone. However, it provides only a limited set of functionalities compared to
a smart phone [15] and it entails an additional tool for users to carry. (2) As an
improvement, the relation between the card and the phone can be reinforced by
binding the devices within a Trusted Couple. This requires an additional shared
secret key between the phone and the card. (3) Mobile devices are expected to
provide trusted states in the near future; see ARM’s TrustZone6 and Intel’s
TXT7 . Mobile phones in such a trusted state, being verifiably malware-free, can
be used as a reliable PIN pad. (4) Besides a mobile phone’s trusted state, phones
may provide reliable functionalities for storage and cryptographic operations.
Thus, they can act like a smart card. However, two problems then arise: (a)
What can create the link between the phone’s trusted and untrusted states? (b)
How does the trust assumption change if the Trusted Couple merges into one
device? Bichsel et al. [5] propose two protocols in this setup but in a different
model: In their proposal, the local PC is more trusted and both directions of
the zero-knowledge proofs are conveyed by QR codes. (5) Another trend is that
smart cards may be soon equipped with a display and a keyboard 8 . Since smart
6
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8
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cards are not yet expected to have other communication interfaces (e.g., camera,
any internet access), it is not clear how they can be applied in online scenarios.
And again, merging the device that carries ABCs and the device that provides
user-interaction changes trust assumptions.
Further Research Other directions in research and development include more
direct and user-friendly control when personal information is exposed. A system
of verifier certificates and a posteriori log monitoring are possible using the
current IRMA technology [3,20], but an intuitive selection of revealed attributes
in particular applications is not yet provided to the user. The IRMA technology
provides ways to separate different personas (e.g., citizen, social web, financial,
academic, etc.) of the same user by arranging credentials in different sets on a
card or by applying multiple cards. After a proper analysis, the question raised
by [2] “How many identities should a user have?” could also be answered.
Finally, future research also can explore how trust assumptions modify the
flow of procedures in applications. First, emerging technologies can change the
Trusted Couple model as described above. Second, phones can enforce and
control policies in a more powerful way than a card (of much more limited
resources) can. Third, a mobile phone, communicating with its environment,
could decide about in what mode it operates depending on its context (e.g., it
behaves differently in a bank or at home than in the street). Using this feature,
a phone can act adaptively when assisting ABC verification proofs. The latter
two questions closely relate to contextual integrity and thus, they can contribute
to even further improve privacy [17].
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